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While sound is a signal modality widely used by many animals, it is very susceptible to attenuation, hampering effective long-distance communication.
A strategy to minimize sound attenuation that has been historically used by
humans is to use acoustic horns; to date, no other animal is known to use a
similar structure to increase sound intensity. Here, we describe how the use
of a roosting structure that resembles an acoustic horn (the tapered tubes
that form when new leaves of plants such as Heliconia or Calathea species
start to unfurl) increases sound amplification of the incoming and outgoing
social calls used by Spix’s disc-winged bat (Thyroptera tricolor) to locate
roosts and group members. Our results indicate that incoming calls are significantly amplified as a result of sound waves being increasingly compressed as
they move into the narrow end of the leaf. Outgoing calls were faintly amplified, probably as a result of increased sound directionality. Both types of call,
however, experienced significant sound distortion, which might explain the
patterns of signal recognition previously observed in behavioural experiments. Our study provides the first evidence of the potential role that a
roost can play in facilitating acoustic communication in bats.

1. Introduction
Sound, compared with other signal modalities such as vision and smell, is an
especially common mode of communication for many animals [1]. However, as
sound moves through a medium, it is susceptible to attenuation, or the loss of
sound intensity as the distance from the sender increases [2]. Clearly, attenuation
can decrease effective communication, because receivers cannot detect or properly interpret very weak signals [3]. Therefore, animals that use acoustic signals
for communication should adopt strategies to minimize sound attenuation
between the signaller and the receiver. Some of these strategies include vocalizing
at times of day when environmental conditions favour distant sound transmission
[4,5], emitting low-frequency sounds that suffer reduced loss from spherical
spreading [6,7], adjusting vocal signals to match the natural (or resonant) frequency of the spreading medium (thereby enhancing the amplitude of the
signal [8,9]) or vocalizing from hollow structures, which often amplify sounds
[10–12]. By conveying information over longer distances, animals increase their
chances of finding mates, offspring or other group members [13–16], which can
impact reproductive success and access to limited resources, such as food
or cover [17,18]. Thus, being able to communicate over long distances has the
potential to improve the fitness of animals.
Acoustic horns are tapered tubular structures that act as waveguides and
have been widely used by humans to increase amplification and directionality
of sounds [19]. There are two types of horn: speaking and hearing; the former
amplify outgoing sounds, from the narrow end to the wide end of the horn,
whereas the latter amplify sounds in the opposite direction. Speaking horns
increase sound volume because they match the acoustic impedance of outgoing
sounds to the surrounding air [20], and hearing horns amplify sounds when
waves are reflected into a progressively narrower area, thereby increasing the
sound pressure that reaches the ear [21,22]. In addition, both types of horn
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Figure 1. Depiction of sound measurements taken on (a) inquiry calls and (b) response calls of Spix’s disc-winged bats. For each call, the top graph depicts the
signal waveform, the bottom left graph depicts the power spectrum and the lower right graph a spectrogram of the respective acoustic signal.
aid in acoustic communication because they increase sound
directionality [20]. Two major drawbacks of horns are that
they cause significant sound distortion [23] and that not all
frequencies are equally amplified [22].
Here, we describe how the use of a roosting structure that
resembles an acoustic horn has the potential to increase sound
amplification of social calls used by Spix’s disc-winged bat
(Thyroptera tricolor), a bat that is morphologically adapted to
using the tapered tubes that form when new leaves of plants
such as Heliconia or Calathea species start to unfurl [24,25].
While the role of roosts as refugia from predators and harsh
environmental conditions has clearly been established in bats
[26], we provide the first evidence of the role that a roost can
play in facilitating acoustic communication. Owing to its
similarities to an acoustic horn, we believe that the tubular
leaves used by T. tricolor could represent a unique example of
exploitation of a natural resource for communicative purposes.
Thyroptera tricolor heavily relies on social calls to locate
roosts and group members. This species uses two contact
calls that allow individuals from a social group to remain cohesive despite changing roosts on a daily basis [27,28]. ‘Inquiry’
calls are simple downward frequency-modulated (FM)
sweeps (figure 1a) and are constantly emitted by flying bats
to maintain contact with flying and roosting group members.
‘Response’ calls are more complex, composed of multiple
U-shaped syllables that form a composite signal with a short
upward FM sweep followed by a longer constant frequency
(CF) component (figure 1b) and are typically emitted in rapid
bouts. These response calls are produced only by bats within
roosts after hearing an inquiry call; once response calls are
emitted, flying bats rapidly enter the occupied roost [27].
Here, we examine whether inquiry and response calls are
amplified by the tubular leaves used for roosting by T. tricolor.
We hypothesize that the similarity in shape between leaves and
acoustic horns will lead to sounds being amplified and distorted in a manner consistent with hearing and speaking
horns [20–23]. We predict that incoming and outgoing
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sounds will be generally amplified. We further predict that
signal fidelity will decrease, with some frequencies being
amplified while others are filtered.

2. Material and methods
The effect of roosts on the social calls of T. tricolor was measured
based on two acoustic experiments conducted in April 2013; one
experiment measured how the presence of a leaf affects detection
of inquiry calls as they pass from the outside environment into the
tube (called the ‘incoming inquiry’ experiment; figure 2a), and the
other measured how the leaf affects detection of response calls as
they pass from inside the tube to the outside environment (called
the ‘outgoing response’ experiment; figure 2b). To measure the
effect of tubular leaves on inquiry and response call parameters,
we gathered recordings of the two signal types from previous
field studies [29,30] to broadcast in playback experiments. All
signals were recorded from bats in the field using an Avisoft
ULTRASOUNDGATE (116H or 416H, Avisoft Bioacoustics) onto a
laptop computer running Avisoft RECORDER. Calls were high-pass
filtered to remove unwanted low-frequency signals in Avisoft
SAS LAB PRO and we retained calls only for experiments with
high signal-to-noise ratios. A total of 79 inquiry calls were used
for broadcast in the ‘incoming inquiry’ experiment, whereas 65
response calls were used for broadcast in the ‘outgoing response’
experiment. All signals within a call type were collected from
different individuals.
For all experiments, we collected fresh tubular leaves every
day at nearby lowland tropical forests of the Golfito Wildlife
Refuge, southwestern Costa Rica. The region is characterized by
an average daily temperature between 248C and 288C, and a
mean relative humidity of 90% [31]. We attempted to collect a
range of leaf sizes according to sizes naturally selected by T. tricolor
for roosting. Leaves were used for only one trial of an experiment,
and then discarded. For each trial, a leaf was positioned in reference to a microphone (Avisoft CM16) and speaker (Avisoft
Ultrasonic Speaker Vifa, no. 60108), according to the experiment
being conducted. We calibrated the speaker each day using a
sound level meter (model 2236, Brüel & Kjær, Nærum, Denmark)

(a)

(b)

30 cm

that had previously been calibrated using a 1 kHz tone generator
(model 4230, Brüel & Kjær). Calibration proceeded by mounting
the sound level meter so that the tip was positioned 50 cm from
the speaker, and adjusting broadcast amplitude until the peak frequency of playback calls was detected as 90 dB SPL by the sound
level meter [32]. Experiments were conducted in pairs, such that
after each experimental session (i.e. leaf present), a control session
(i.e. leaf absent) was conducted. This temporal coupling of experimental and control sessions allowed us to minimize the impacts of
environmental conditions as they changed throughout the day.
For the incoming inquiry experiment, we collected 14 tubular
leaves. In each leaf, we cut the basal portion, so that we could
insert the microphone through this opening, and then placed it at
a position similar to where bats naturally would be inside the tubular leaf. We snugly fitted the microphone within the leaf’s walls
such that the width of the microphone was equal to the width of
the leaf. In addition, duct tape was used to secure the leaf position
to further ensure that there was no opening at the base of the leaf.
The speaker was placed above the entrance of the leaf at 30 cm
from the leaf tip, pointed downward (figure 2a). An acoustic trial
would begin by broadcasting the inquiry calls, and then repeating
the broadcast twice more. The leaf was then immediately removed,
being careful not to change the position of the microphone and
speaker. The same series of inquiry calls was then broadcast three
times, as before, in the absence of a leaf. These trials were considered
the experimental and control, respectively, as noted earlier. The outgoing response experiment was conducted in a similar manner to
the incoming inquiry experiment, although in this experiment the
bottom opening of the leaf was attached to the speaker, whereas
the microphone was placed above the entrance of the leaf at
30 cm from the leaf tip, pointing downward (figure 2b). The speaker
was small enough to fit entirely within the basal opening of the leaf
tube; therefore, sound was emitted exclusively within the leaves. In
addition, duct tape was used to secure the leaf position to further
ensure that there was no opening at the base of the leaf. We used
10 tubular leaves for this experiment.
For call analysis, we generated spectrograms (1024 pt FFT,
93.75% overlap; sampling rate ¼ 250 kHz; frequency resolution ¼
244 Hz; temporal resolution ¼ 0.256 ms) and power spectra for
each recorded call. We took measurements at the start, end and

3. Results
There was a significant increase in inquiry call amplitude for
calls of all frequencies as they entered a tubular leaf (figure 3).
The trend was similar for Ampstart, Ampend and Ampmax. The
mean increase in call amplitude for Ampmax was smallest for
frequencies of 20 (6 dB), 28 (7.4 dB) and 34 (7 dB) kHz, but
still led to significant signal amplification. The greatest
increase in amplitude was observed for frequencies between
22 and 24 kHz (8.7–9 dB), and frequencies between 30 and
32 kHz, with calls in this last frequency up to 9.4 dB louder
when the leaf was present. Mean call amplitude was significantly different at all depths within the leaf (F3,1839 ¼
487.73, p , 0.01), with amplitude increasing steadily as the
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Figure 2. Placement of microphone, speaker and tubular leaf for the
(a) incoming inquiry and (b) outgoing response experiments.
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point of maximum amplitude of a call. Measurements at call start
and end were essentially instantaneous (i.e. the width of one FFT
frame—0.256 ms), whereas point of maximum amplitude was
assessed from across the entire call. At each of these positions, we
measured amplitude (Ampstart, Ampend and Ampmax), and the
dominant frequency associated with that amplitude (Fstart, Fend,
and Fmax; see figure 1 for a representation of the link between
amplitude and dominant frequency). All measurements for both
call types were taken using Avisoft SAS LAB PRO (figure 1).
Values for all call parameters for the three repetitions per trial
were averaged. After call analysis, we observed the difference in
call parameters between experimental and control trials. To do
this, we compared the averaged amplitude and dominant frequency measurements for a given call broadcast when the leaf
was present and when it was absent. A difference of 0 indicated
no difference in call parameters between averaged trials with and
without leaves. For each experiment, we determined whether
there was a significant difference from a mean of 0 based on 1000
bootstrapped 95% CIs in SPSS v. 20 (IBM Corporation).
In addition to the previous experiments, which show how
sound is generally amplified and distorted by tubular leaves,
we also assessed two additional characteristics of leaves that
might resemble an acoustic horn. In the first experiment,
dubbed the ‘vertical effect’ experiment, we sought to determine
how leaves amplify signals as sound waves are reflected into a
progressively narrower area. For this, we repeated the incoming
inquiry experiment, only now the microphone was not left in a
single position, but moved after each trial to one of four different
depths within the leaf (0, 15, 30 and 45 cm from the tip of the
leaf ). We used seven tubular leaves for this experiment. Here,
we compared Ampmax as a surrogate of sound intensity for
calls at different positions within the tubular leaf. Differences
in amplitude between experimental and control (same four positions but without a leaf ) trials among the four microphone
depths were tested using a one-way analysis of variance in SPSS.
In the second experiment, dubbed the ‘horizontal effect’ experiment, we examined issues of directionality for response calls being
emitted inside the leaf. For this, we measured the spread of sound
along a 20  20 cm grid, with and without a tubular leaf. We placed
the speaker in the middle of the grid and broadcast response calls in
triplicate as described above. Using a single microphone, we
measured Ampmax at increasing distances of 10 cm from the
centre of the grid in the four cardinal directions. For all horizontal
positions on the grid, the height of the microphone was fixed at a
vertical distance of 30 cm to the tip of the leaf; this was kept the
same during control trials when the leaf was removed. This experiment was conducted on eight different tubular leaves. Data on
sound amplitude at each point were analysed using contour figures
created in MATLAB v. 7.14 (The MathWorks, Inc.). Data for all four
experiments are available from the Dryad Digital Repository:
http://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.9sv83.
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Figure 3. Mean difference in call amplitude (in decibels) between experimental (leaf ) and control (no leaf ) trials for inquiry and response calls. Horizontal axis
represents the original frequency of broadcast calls, based on signals recorded during control trials, and only those with n  4 are included. Vertical lines represent
the 95% bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs) for each frequency. Numbers above the CIs represent sample size for each frequency. The horizontal line in graphs for
response calls represents a mean value of 0. CIs that cross the 0 line for both types of call represent a frequency for which no differences between experimental and
control trials were observed. (a) Ampstart, (b) Ampend and (c) Ampmax.
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distance from the leaf tip increased (figure 4). When the
microphone was positioned at the leaf entrance, call amplitude increased by less than 1 dB compared with calls
emitted at the same position without a leaf. By contrast,
calls recorded at a depth of 45 cm from the entrance of the
leaf were up to 10 dB louder than calls recorded at the
same position in the absence of a leaf.
Response call amplitude also increased with the presence
of a leaf for most call frequencies (figure 3). However, most
frequencies were amplified only by 1 or 2 dB; the trend was
similar for Ampstart, Ampend and Ampmax, although calls
with frequencies of 62 and 63 kHz increased up to 6 dB for
Ampmax. Response calls emitted from the leaf were highly
directional (figure 5), with amplitude quickly decreasing as
the microphone was placed horizontally 10 cm from the
leaf’s entrance. By contrast, amplitude for calls emitted without a tubular leaf decreased steadily at increasing distances
from the speaker (see the electronic supplementary material,
table S1 for additional details). At the centre of the grid, however, calls emitted from a leaf were generally louder than calls
broadcast without a leaf, as noted earlier.
We found that inquiry calls experienced small, but significant, distortions when travelling through a leaf, with some
frequencies being amplified while others were degraded.
Our standardized measurements of calls that had passed
through the leaf revealed a lower Fstart and higher Fend compared with calls emitted in the absence of a leaf, indicating
that the most extreme frequencies in the signal were degraded
during transmission (figure 6). Fmax experienced a greater variation around most frequencies, with only a few calls around
23, 27 and 30 kHz staying the same as the original signal.
Calls lower than 23 kHz entering a leaf measured a higher
Fmax compared with the original signal, whereas calls at
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Figure 4. Difference in call amplitude (Ampmax) in decibels for inquiry calls
according to the position of the microphone within the leaf. The difference
represents the mean amplitude of calls emitted into a leaf minus the mean
amplitude of calls without a leaf. Vertical lines represent the 95% CIs.
higher frequencies measured a lower Fmax. This pattern also
indicates that peripheral frequencies are most subjected to
degradation when a call passes through a leaf tube.
Response calls also experienced some modification of spectral structure as signals were emitted through the tubular leaf,
yet the trend was more variable than that of inquiry calls
(figure 6). Fstart for calls broadcast from the leaf was not significantly different from the original signal for frequencies below
55 kHz; above that, Fstart was recorded at higher frequencies
compared with the original, undistorted signal. For frequencies above 65 kHz, we recorded lower call frequencies for the
Fend and Fmax of calls that had passed through the leaf tube,
although sample sizes were small for this range of calls.
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4. Discussion
Sound attenuation represents one of the biggest obstacles
hampering effective acoustic communication, and many animals are known to adopt diverse strategies to minimize this
problem. While bats rely heavily on sound for social communication [33,34], particularly because most species are
nocturnal and highly mobile, there is still no evidence to
suggest that these mammals exploit resources to improve
sound transmission. While the role of roosts as refugia is
clearly demonstrated in bats [26], here we provide for the
first time evidence of the acoustic benefits of roost sites in
Spix’s disc-winged bat, a species that heavily relies on acoustic signals to convey information about location of roost sites
to group mates. Through simple acoustic experiments, we
show that the tapered tubular structures used as roosts by
this bat provide a significant source of sound amplification
for at least one type of social call, thereby acting as the
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acoustic horns historically used by humans to transmit and
receive information over long distances [19].
Speaking horns are known to amplify sounds because
they match the acoustic impedance between sounds emitted
through the horn’s narrow end and the air at the wide end
of the horn [20]. However, impedance matching is possible
only if the sound waves can be confined within the horn’s
walls, which may not be possible for high-frequency signals
of narrow sound beams [35]. Thus, the sound beam of the
high-frequency response signals (average Fmax ¼ 57 kHz
[27]) emitted by T. tricolor within the tubular leaf is probably
too narrow to benefit from acoustic impedance matching,
suggesting that these calls are amplified mostly from the
sound directionality provided by tubular leaves (figure 5).
Sound directionality may not be important for increasing
the amplitude of inquiry calls, as roosting bats cannot
direct the leaf towards flying bats. Inquiry calls are probably
amplified mostly because incoming sound waves are
reflected into a progressively narrower area, which increases
the sound pressure that reaches the roosting bat [21,22], as
demonstrated by our results (figure 4).
High-frequency sounds in lowland tropical regions where
T. tricolor is most commonly found rapidly attenuate with distance [36,37]. To understand from how much further this
species’s social calls could be perceived with the aid of tubular
leaves, we use calculations of atmospheric attenuation based
on ISO 9613-1 [36] as a proxy to estimate maximum distance
travelled by these signals. For example, Spix’s disc-winged
bat emits most inquiry signals within the 20– 25 kHz range
(figure 3). If these calls get an 8 dB boost from entering tubular
leaves, this means that these sounds could travel an additional
15– 30 m (figure 7). This is certainly an important increase in
the area of detection, particularly for a species that has a
small home range [38]. By contrast, response calls are amplified less than 10 additional metres owing to the small effects
of leaves on call amplitude and high atmospheric attenuation (figure 7). Bats could compensate for this problem by
emitting high-intensity calls, which they often appear to do
(E. H. Gillam & G. Chaverri 2011, unpublished data). By emitting high-frequency, high-intensity calls, a bat’s location
remains concealed from most predators whose hearing is not
tuned to high-frequency calls [39].
In addition to the amplification experienced by the social
calls of Spix’s disc-winged bat, our experiments also show
that tubular leaves decrease sound fidelity. This could potentially represent a source of distortion that significantly affects
communication in this species. While the response calls, and
to a lesser extent the inquiry calls, used by T. tricolor have
signatures that provide sufficient information to allow for individual discrimination [30], previous experiments show that
roosting bats are probably unable to differentiate among
inquiry calls emitted during flight by group and non-group
members, and thus respond indiscriminately [29]. This could
be explained by our current findings that incoming inquiry
calls experience significant variations in pitch as they enter
tubular leaves, which is an important characteristic that provides the individual signatures to these calls [30]. This
distortion could be particularly problematic for inquiry calls
because these are simple signals that may not encode sufficient
information for efficient assessment of individual identity
beyond the basic spectral and temporal structure of the call
[29]. In fact, while our current findings show that response
calls are also affected by the tubular leaves, field experiments
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demonstrate that flying bats are capable of discriminating
between the response calls of group and non-group members,
possibly because these complex signals carry a larger amount
of information and are thus still recognizable after being
degraded by the tubular leaf [29].
The decrease in sound fidelity of incoming and outgoing
sounds explained above may be attributed to complex interactions among the original sound wave and multiple reflections
within the leaf tube, and to the resonant properties of the tubular
leaf. In essence, the tubular leaves used by T. tricolor may act as
waveguides, whereby incoming or outgoing sounds are
bounced between two parallel boundaries, causing interference
among sound waves, and hence frequency pattern distortions
[1]. Depending on the resonant properties of the waveguide,
such as mass and stiffness of the walls, and width and length
of the tube, sounds will be displaced differently according to
their frequency [9], causing an additional source of spectral

distortion. Thus, because sound waves within waveguides are
displaced at different velocities depending on their frequency
[40,41], it is possible that broadband calls, like those used by
T. tricolor, may suffer the greatest loss of fidelity because some
frequency components of the call will appear to be amplified,
whereas others will be filtered out.
Because our playback study focused strictly on how known
sounds travel through the leaf, we do not know whether bats
actively adjust their signals according to the acoustic properties
of their current leaf roost in a manner that would reduce signal
distortion while maximizing call intensity. In addition, while
our study provides initial findings that show how sound is generally amplified and distorted within the tubular leaves used by
T. tricolor, it does not yet address how the characteristics of the
leaf, such as length, width and plant species, affect sound transmission and how bats may select roost sites based on their
acoustic properties. We believe these are potentially rewarding
avenues for future research.
Spix’s disc-winged bat is one of the few species of bats
that specializes in the use of a single roost type, and may
even be incapable of using other structures for roosting
[42]. The high availability of tubular leaves in the understorey
of lowland tropical forests makes them an ideal source of
shelter. Yet, the fact that leaves suitable for roosting unfurl
in approximately 1 day means that individuals must locate
a new structure every day while remaining in a cohesive
group. Thyroptera tricolor is quite capable of accomplishing
these tasks, and is actually rare among bats for its unusually
high levels of group stability [38,43]. Previous studies suggest
that group cohesion despite daily roost changes is possible
owing to the use of small roosting territories [38,42], by selectively flying near group members, and by being able to
discriminate among the response calls of group and nongroup members [29]. In addition, our current results suggest
that communication of roost location may be further
enhanced by the acoustic properties of tubular leaves, as
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